May 10, 2016

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACD PROMOTES BRICE LEMAIRE TO SALES MANAGER ‐ EUROPE
Muenchenstein, Switzerland – ACDCryo is pleased to announce that Brice Lemaire has been promoted
to Sales Manager – European Market based out of our ACDCryo offices in Switzerland. Brice will lead
ACD’s efforts to expand business in the existing and the new emerging markets. Brice has been with
ACDCryo as the Technical Sales Engineer for almost three years and will now be tasked with developing
and managing a successful sales team throughout Europe.
“ACD prides itself on hiring the finest people with top level management skills. Brice has proven himself
over the past three years to be exactly the type of leader we were looking for and I am looking forward
to watching this young man flourish in both our company and the industry. ACD is excited to have an
employee as talented as Brice as a key member of our team to continue to help us expand our business
opportunities,” said James Estes, General Manager of ACD, LLC.
ABOUT ACD, LLC
ACD, LLC is a leading manufacturer of cryogenic pumps and turbo expanders for the alternative fuels
industrial gas and oil industries. Its diverse product line includes a variety of cryogenic pumps for LNG,
high‐pressure cylinder/storage filling systems, trailer off‐loading, bulk transfer, LNG bunkering
operations, and storage tank filling. The CI Service Companies also offer knowledgeable advice on
product selection, technical support and troubleshooting, pump installation, overhaul, and field repair.
With additional in‐house pump training programs, customers are given operational instruction and
provided with current technologies to ensure pumps are operating at the highest efficiencies. With over
50 years of experience, ACD continues to offer highly engineered solutions to the most challenging
problems in cryogenic equipment design and operation. ACD is part of the Cryogenic Industries Inc.
family of companies which include Cosmodyne LLC and Cryoquip LLC. For more information, visit
www.acdcom.com.
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